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The last year has been a busy and productive one for the Guild with a growing membership and a full range of 
activities. 
Our work essentially divides into four areas: Lobbying, Advocacy, Professional Development and Membership 
Services. I will touch on all of them.  

LOBBYING	  
Our interaction with government over the last year has centred around two key issues: copyright and funding. 

Copyright	  
In regard to copyright, we, along with many other creative sector organisations and bodies, are working 
through the former Copyright Council, now called We Create. Collectively, we seek to show the government 
the positive economic impact that the creative sector has on the New Zealand economy. Evidence was 
important, and so We Create commissioned an economic impact study that showed the creative sector 
contribution was more than $3.5 billion in 2015. Leveraging off this, We Create has made considerable 
progress in getting in at Ministry and Ministerial level to show how important strong intellectual property and 
copyright law is to generating real returns, and the importance of maintaining and strengthening copyright 
legislation for creators. On behalf of the Guild, I attended a daylong hui organised by We Create to formulate 
a policy promoting the health of the creative sector to government. This broad brief has resulted in a 
manifesto that, once approved, will be distributed. 
The other key area that We Create is undertaking is to work to ensure that American-style Fair Use and Safe 
Harbour provisions are not enacted in New Zealand because they harm creators’ abilities to fairly profit from 
their creative endeavour. Google is the formidable foe in this.  
In the lead-up to the Copyright Act review in 2018, DEGNZ participated in the Creative Sector Study which 
became available last year, putting forward our individual agenda on the importance of recognising directors’ 
authorial rights for audio-visual content and cinematographic film. While this is, in essence, already 
recognized with directors’ Moral Rights as an author, the Copyright Act currently attributes all economic 
authorship rights to the producer. This partial recognition is patently illogical and denies directors the 
opportunity to benefit economically from their creative, authorial endeavours. We are actively seeking 
changes to copyright legislation during the review to recognise directors’ moral AND economic rights. Leading 
the charge on this is long time passionate advocate for directors, board member Grant Campbell, who is 
working together with our Executive Director to develop and implement a strategy to affect a favourable 
change. 

Funding	  
On the funding front, NZ On Air has not received a funding increase for 10 years. Now that digital platforms 
play a major part in audio-visual content distribution and NZ On Air has changed to a supposedly platform-
agnostic funding regime in recognition of this shift, there is even more pressure on their limited funds. NZ On 
Air needs more money to allow the NZ screen sector to also adapt to the global influences at sway, not just in 
the digital space but also to the significant changes in the free-to-air sector. We supported a Producers New 
Zealand—that’s SPADA—initiative to lobby for more funding for NZ On Air, and we continue to call for 
increases, particularly because of the major negative impact that the digital realm is having on payment terms 
being offered to directors and editors, which I will touch more on later. 

Advocacy	  
The single biggest advocacy issue we currently face is terms and conditions for directors and editors in the 
online realm. Established and new producers and commissioners of particularly scripted content are 
demanding the highest levels of quality for a pittance in compensation, while taking all intellectual property 
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rights associated with the work. Some of the contracts we have seen we consider draconian. DEGNZ has set 
benchmark pay rates for online content along with our established rate cards for film and TV work. And we 
now have an online directors’ standard contract available for members to use. Where rates do not match our 
recommended rates for directing scripted digital content we highly recommend directors make use of the 
provisions within the standard contract to ensure you get copyright in the work or a separate buyout fee, and a 
share of any revenue earned from the work. We are working closely with the New Zealand Writers Guild to 
protect creators’ rights in the digital world, and if you are involved as a writer of a project, we heartily 
encourage you to speak with the Writers Guild before you sign any agreement. A note here is that we strongly 
recommend that you treat writing separately from directing, using the Writers Guild’s contract for the writing 
and the Directors Guild’s contract for the directing, avoiding any agreement that seeks to wrap up the two 
together. 
Another area of concern for us has been the current makeup of the New Zealand Film Commission board, 
which reflects a very commercial focus in what must be a strongly cultural institution. Although the recent 
appointment of ex-pat Kiwi Paula Jalfon to the board brings international producing experience, the board has 
not had a truly creative voice representing creators since writer Witi Ihimaera stepped down, and there hasn’t 
been a director on the board since Vanessa Alexander completed her term in 2009. We have written to NZFC 
chair Kerry Prendergast and the Minister of Arts Culture and Heritage Maggie Barry pointing this out and 
asking that an experienced feature film director be appointed when a board position next comes available. 
These aside, we continue to meet with NZFC and NZ On Air on a range of issues affecting our members. 

Gender	  Equity	  
Gender equity for female directors in TV drama and feature film remains another key focus for DEGNZ. The 
statistics are still appalling. In NZ On Air’s recent Diversity Report 2017, women directed only 10 per cent of 
drama production. In feature film in the last five years, only 19 per cent of feature films to receive production 
funding had a female director. 
The Guild lead the original public debate on how to address the imbalance in the statistics of women directors 
directing TV drama and feature film, and we have taken a number of steps, both strategic and tactical, to 
effect change. Our first tactical initiative was to establish the Emerging Women Filmmakers Incubator, which 
saw 10 women directors complete the inaugural, yearlong programme just last month. We fully expect to start 
another of these before the end of the year. 
Working with Women In Film and Television (WIFT), we have provided information and assistance to some of 
their initiatives. And more recently, we supported together with many other guilds and industry bodies a call on 
NZFC to add three gender planks to their policy around achieving gender equity in feature film development 
and production, of which two were accepted by the NZFC board. 
Our TV Drama Director Attachment initiative, kindly funded by NZ On Air, has already seen five of the eight 
attachments awarded go to women, although we can’t take credit for the selections as they are done by the 
production companies taking on the attachments. 
DEGNZ maintains a highly proactive stance in this area and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. 

PROFESSIONAL	  DEVELOPMENT	  
DEGNZ will continue to offer a comprehensive range of professional development opportunities for directors 
and editors. Our programme of drama and documentary masterclasses and workshops for directors and 
editors remains relatively unchanged, although we continue to tweak it based on feedback we receive. 
We have continued funding for our TV Drama Directors Attachment initiative. 
And as mentioned earlier we hope also to announce another Women Emerging Filmmakers Incubator for 
2017/2018. 
Senior editors within the guild have identified issues in and around training for assistant editors and we hope 
to shortly announce a couple of initiatives to help address the issues here. 
Thanks go to the New Zealand Film Commission who is the major contributor to our professional development 
offering, with additional support from NZ On Air, Vista Foundation and the Australian Screen Directors 
Authorship Collecting Society. 
 

MEMBERSHIP	  SERVICES	  
All of our other activities at the guild essentially fall under Membership Services and I will note of a number of 
our efforts here. 
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Contracts	  
We have been busy revamping the draft contracts that were on our website. In the changing media 
environment they were no longer fit for purpose. We have focussed, first up, on a contract specific to feature 
films. Prepared with the help of Dominion Law’s Tim Riley, the draft has been through a number of changes 
and been gone over extensively by the NZFC lawyers and completion guarantors. It is currently with SPADA 
for comment. Whether we can reach some kind of agreement with SPADA remains to be seen.  
Second, in response to the major issues around low and no-budget productions in the digital realm, we are 
introducing a standard online scripted contract with a workshop to explain the contract and our positioning to 
be held on Saturday 28 October. Dominion’s Law’s Tim Riley will be there to answer any questions related to 
this and other issues you may have. Check your emails or the newsletter in the near future for venue and 
time. 
We will look over the year ahead to phase in additional director contracts for TV drama, non-scripted and 
documentary based on the outcome of discussions with SPADA, and updated editor contracts.  

Code	  of	  Ethics	  
A few months ago, I investigated the implications of the Guild becoming a registered union. Equity and the 
Writers Guild are currently registered unions. So are the Australian Directors Guild and the DGA. After talking 
to a variety of interested parties, I concluded that, given the current labour laws in this country, there would be 
no advantage in registration.  
However, in the course of those discussions the issues around low and no-budget productions and 
exploitation of programme-makers featured. Maori Television has been guilty of this and now Web series 
platforms are basing their business model on it.  
The suggestion was made that we oversee the drawing up of a Code of Ethics to address some of these 
issues. The other Guilds were invited to a hui to discuss the need for such a Code and what it might look like. 
The hui took place on Friday 29 October, prior to the Big Screen Symposium. The hui was successful in that 
the other Guilds agreed to be involved in developing the Code. That was very encouraging. Then on Monday 
at the Industry Summit our Executive Director presented the Guild’s three top issues to the assembled 
industry bodies – the Guilds, the broadcasters and the funders. Our three issues were Copyright, the Code of 
Ethics and Quality versus Quantity, i.e., less productions resulting in more money for those working on them. 
The Code of Ethics received favourable response, particularly from NZ On Air. So, we don’t actually have a 
Code yet but we have enough support out there to believe that we are going to make a difference. We are 
currently putting together a document that all the Guilds can send out to their members. This will give as many 
people in the industry as possible a chance to have input into what will be included in the Code. 

The	  Guild	  Rate	  Card	  
This valuable resource for members and producers has been amended to include web series. 

Relationships	  with	  International	  Guilds	  
The Guild has consciously set out to strengthen ties with the Australian Director’s Guild. Our ED has been in 
regular discussions with Kingston Anderson, the ADG’s ED. He has also liaised with other international guilds 
including the Directors Guild of America and the Canadian Directors Guild. I attended the ADG’s Directors 
Awards Ceremony in Melbourne representing the DEGNZ (we were given a shout-out during the Awards) and 
I took the opportunity to attend an ADG board meeting. 

Film	  Festival	  Hosting	  –	  International	  Directors	  
We continue to offer a friendly Kiwi face to offshore directors attending the New Zealand International Film 
Festival, running a hosting programme in conjunction with NZIFF. It was particularly rewarding for us to host 
Australian director Jennifer Perham here with her film Mountain, as she is a board member of the Australian 
Directors Guild. 

Lifetime	  Memberships	  
Last night at a special dinner the Guild presented ex-presidents Keith Hunter and John Reid and long-time 
board member George Andrews with lifetime membership certificates in recognition of their services to the 
Guild. These three gentlemen, not so well known to younger generations of directors, have been staunch 
advocates of directors and their rights, and helped to set up and or maintain the guild as an independent 
functioning body serving its members. We thank them again for their great contributions. 
It was an enjoyable night for all and we will in the future hold this event again when we have lifetime 
memberships to confer. 
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Annual	  Survey	  
There are a number of activities that comprise the everyday functioning of the guild, but I would like to make 
final mention of our second Annual Survey of directors and editors. 

Last year we implemented our own survey and while useful it did not provide sufficient insight and clarity to 
help guide us strategically. This year we contracted a professional research company to run the survey and 
the results, which we have just received, give us a much clear understanding of the current situation for our 
members, the issues they face, and what they expect from us. We will be able to use this information 
strategically and tactically to better serve the membership in the year ahead.  

Guild	  Staff	  
I’d like to extend now a big thanks to our Guild staff—Caroline Harrow, our Accounts Manager and Tema Pua, 
our Marketing and Events Coordinator, who has excelled in her role since taking it up in 2016. And I would like 
to personally thank our Executive Director, Tui Ruwhiu, for the outstanding job he has done over the last year. 
The Guild is in such good heart largely due to his efforts. His industry nous and political instincts have been 
invaluable. His ability to find a new and relevant topic to write about every fortnight in the e-letter’s View from 
the Top is no small achievement. Thank you, Tui. 

Board	  
I wish to acknowledge the guild’s board without whose dedicated commitment to the guild we wouldn’t have 
an effective organisation. A special acknowledgement here to Phil Gore as Treasurer, who keeps an eagle 
eye on our financials and accounts. 
We were sorry to accept Costa Botes resignation from the Board in the 2016/2017 year. Costa was 
passionate about copyright and provided expert insight of great value to the Guild. Costa’s a fighter and is 
now, as a number of you know, fighting a battle with cancer. We wish him well. 

Funders/Sponsors	  
Finally, I would like to give a heartfelt thank you to our funders. The New Zealand Film Commission is a major 
supporter of the guild and a very special thank you goes to them. Thanks also to NZ on Air; Vista Foundation 
and the Australian Authorship Collection Society who lend financial support to our professional development 
efforts along with NZFC. And finally, thanks to our sponsors Seresin Wines, Resene Paints, and particularly 
the accounting firm of Pieter Holl & Associates who ensure we remain financially viable. 
 
Howard Taylor 
President 
 


